TO: Distribution  
DATE: October 30, 2020

RE: CMG Financial Correspondent Lending Updates 2020-76

EFFECTIVE: As noted below

CMG FINANCIAL CORRESPONDENT LENDING UPDATES

Topics Covered in this Announcement:

• Hurricane Zeta Disaster Update

HURRICANE ZETA DISASTER UPDATE

Summary: CMG is removing the suspense for the below noted Louisiana parishes and will place these parishes on CMG’s disaster list. Transactions in the ten Louisiana parishes (noted below) may proceed with an appropriate inspection. CMG is removing the Mississippi counties from suspension and inspections are not required in these counties unless there is a known concern.

• Louisiana parishes (removed from suspense and added to CMG’s Disaster List- post disaster inspection required): Jefferson, Lafourche, Orleans, Plaquemines, Saint Bernard, Saint Charles, Saint James, Saint John the Baptist, Saint Tammany, Terrebonne
• Mississippi counties (removed from suspension): George, Hancock, Harrison, Jackson, Pearl River, Stone

Please note that all areas in any state impacted by the hurricane may be added at any point to the FEMA Individual Disaster Assistance declarations. These declarations can often be made in the several weeks following a disaster and, if individual disaster assistance is declared for a county or parish, CMG’s disaster policy must be adhered to.

Effective Date: effective Immediately

Links: CMG Disaster Policy
Please contact your Correspondent National Sales Manager or your Correspondent Liaison with any questions.